Here Comes the Sun  by George Harrison

Intro: Strum G C D7 G C D7 & sing “doo” for each note bgab– ba-g-e-g-a-g-f#–d–  (2 verse lines)

G C A7
Here comes the sun – bgab – here comes the sun (babg,baba)

G C /G C /G D7 G D7
And I say, it’s all right – egad- ga- egad- ga-f#f#f#-ef#-g– (abg,bag)

G C D7
Little darling, it’s been a long, cold, lonely winter. (bgab,bage,g,agf#d)

G C D7
Little darling, it feels like years since it’s been here. (bgab,bagebagf#)

G C A7
Here comes the sun – bgab – here comes the sun (babg,baba)

G C /G C /G D7 G D7
And I say, it’s all right – egad- ga- egad- ga-f#f#f#-ef#-g– (abg,bag)

G C D7
Little darling, the smiles returning to their faces. (bgab,bagegagf#d)

G C D7
Little darling, it seems like years since it’s been here. (bgab,bagebagf#)

G C A7
Here comes the sun – bgab – here comes the sun (babg,baba)

G C /G C /G D7 G D7
And I say, it’s all right – egad- ga- egad- ga-f#f#f#-ef#-g– (abg,bag)

G D7 G D7 C G D7 C G D7 C G D7 C G D7
Sun, sun, sun, here it comes! bagb– f#f#f#-ef#-b– a– g– egag– (b,a,g,egag)

G D7 C G D7 /
Sun, sun, sun, here it comes! deg– gab– bcD (b,a,g,egag)

G C D7
Little darling, I feel that ice is slowly melting. (bgab,bagegagf#d)

G C D7
Little darling, it feels like years since it’s been clear. (bgab,bagebagf#)

G C A7
Here comes the sun – bgab – here comes the sun (babg,baba)

G C /G C /G D7 G \ And I say, it’s all right – egad- ga- egad- ga-f#f#f#-ef#-g– (abg,bag)

Properly with Capo 2
A7=x00202, C=x32010, D7=x00212, G=320003
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Chord sheet and arrangement by Minh Tan